Calculations on crystal packing of a flexible molecule, Leu-enkephalin.
Crystal packing calculations have been carried out on a substantial number of conformations of Leu-enkephalin; namely, those obtained both from crystal structures and from energy minimizations on isolated molecules, and with and without waters of crystallization. The known crystal structures represent the most energetically stable packings found. The conformations of the enkephalin molecules in the crystal are not the most stable for an isolated molecule; i.e. intermolecular interactions force the isolated molecule to change conformation in order to achieve a small packing volume and an optimal packing energy in the crystal. It is found that the packing energy of an enkephalin molecule is a reasonably smooth function of its molecular volume in the unit cell, if structures with intermolecular hydrogen bonding are excluded, and is substantially independent of other details of the molecular conformation or of the crystal packing. Hydrogen bonding provides additional stabilization of the crystal structure, and would likely permit crystallization of the system if it is sufficiently dense. Solvent molecules further stabilize the structure when they can also provide intermolecular hydrogen bonds.